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Friends of Kachemak Bay State Park is a non-profit organization dedicated to enhancing, 
preserving and protecting the resources of Kachemak Bay State Park. 

___________ 

Kachemak Bay Conservation Society’s mission is to protect the environment of the Kachemak 
Bay region and greater Alaska by encouraging sustainable use and stewardship of natural 
resources through advocacy, education, information, and collaboration. 

January 18, 2021 

Kachemak Bay State Park Planning 
550 West 7th Ave, Suite 1050 
Anchorage, AK 99501 
Email: kbsp.comments@alaska.gov  
RE: Kachemak Bay State Park Intent-to-Adopt Management Plan 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Thank you for putting together a good Intent-to-Adopt Management Plan, and thank you for all 
your effort to engage the public during the pandemic. Homer residents appreciate the agency’s 
outreach and the opportunity to comment. Kachemak Bay Conservation Society and Friends of 
Kachemak Bay State Park are writing with the understanding that this plan will guide 
management for many years and with the knowledge that mismanagement can have permanent 
impacts on the lives and livelihoods of Homer residents, as well as the many thousands of annual 
visitors to this area.  These comments are the product of work group sessions held with 1

community members who took time out of their lives to carefully read the long draft document 
and research management approaches. 

We will begin by repeating the statute that defines the heart and intent of much of Kachemak Bay 
State Park—and we will continue to repeat it throughout this letter. Much of K-Bay is designated 
as a “scenic park,” which according to Alaska Statute 41.21.990 is:  

“relatively spacious areas of outstanding natural significance, where major values 

 https://www.alaskapublic.org/2016/09/14/homer-tourism-reaches-all-time-high/1
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are in their natural geological, faunal or floral characteristics, the purpose of 
which is directed primarily toward the preservation of its outstanding natural 
features and where development is minimal and only for the purpose of making 
the areas available for public enjoyment in a manner consistent with the 
preservation of the natural values such as camping, picnicking, sightseeing, nature 
study, hiking, riding and related activities which involve no major modification of 
the land, forests or waters, and without extensive introduction of artificial features 
or forms of recreational development that are primarily of urban character.”  

This is a very specific definition that leaves little to the imagination about what kinds of 
activities and what kinds of impacts are allowable in the park. The statute also makes it clear that 
park management bears a responsibility for managing aspects of the environment that are often 
left to the Alaska Department of Fish and Game. According to this definition and mandate, 
DPOR is responsible for the “preservation of [the park’s] outstanding natural features,” which 
includes geology, flora and fauna. While we appreciate many of the guidelines set out in the 
Intent-to-Adopt plan, we also observe with consternation that in the effort to “enable a self-
sufficient, year-round, recreational destination” the plan loses sight of the spirit and letter of this 
most important and foundational statute—neglecting to specific how the natural geology, flora, 
and fauna of this area are to be preserved and protected. We hope you will give careful 
consideration to the following recommendations, which we believe will bring the plan closer to 
the intent of the park, while still allowing for visitor enjoyment.  

A History of Loss 

This Management Plan will not be complete until it tells the story of the staggering losses to 
biodiversity and abundance in Kachemak Bay since the 1970s. Every long-term resident of this 
area knows this story and feels these looses—every new manager and new resident must know 
and learn from this history. If we don’t remember our mistakes, we will be doomed to repeat 
them. If we don’t remember the richness that was once here, we can never hope to recover it.  

At the time of the Park’s founding, Kachemak Bay was known as a one of the most abundant 
shellfish nurseries in the world. It was thought to be a place of unlimited abundance. However, 
excessive commercial harvest that removed over 160 million pounds of shellfish within two 
decades combined with a climatic regime shift changed all that.  Over 80,000 pounds of sea 2

cucumbers were taken in just three years from one spot in Sadie Cove, which led to a complete 

 https://www.int-res.com/articles/meps/189/m189p117.pdf2
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closure that has still not recovered 23 years later. 

In 1990, ADF&G documented Kachemak Bay sport fish saltwater shellfish harvest as follows:  3

Anglers                                                                      6,242 
Trips                                                                           6,533 
Days fished                                                                9,301 
King Crab                                                                  0 
Dungeness Crab                                                        6,840 
Tanner Crab                                                               0 
Shrimp (gallons)                                                        1,957 
Hard-shell clams (gallons)                                        10,268 
Other clams                                                               10,284 
Razor clams                                                               20,601 

 Kachemak Bay Critical Habitat Management Plan Policies page 73

3

Image from NOAA’s 1977 Environmental Assessment of the Alaskan Outer Continental 
Shelf
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Today most of these species are in depleted status and harvest is closed.K-Bay is still suffering 
from losses caused by grievous mismanagement. The collapse of our shrimp, herring, crab, 
hardshell clams, razor clams, herring, and salmon are stories that must be told in the 
Management Plan.  

Further, cooperative management with NOAA, ADF&G, Seldovia Village Tribe, and NERRS 
must directed efforts to concerted habitat protection rehabilitation of these lost populations. If we 
are to rehabilitate these populations—and the Park’s founding statutes make it clear that 
rehabilitation should be our goal—DPOR must work with ADF&G, NOAA and NERRS to 
encourage “rehabilitation of depleted indigenous fish and wildlife populations.”  NOAA has 4

designated the bay a Habitat Focus Area, bringing together science, shellfish restoration, and the 
community to better understand and address challenges from changing conditions. The State 
Park should make participation in this effort a priority.  
  
Aspects of this effort should include investigating the following questions: 

• Where do hatchery juvenile and adult salmon go in Kachemak Bay?  5

• How long are hatchery juvenile salmon and returning adults in Kachemak Bay? 

 ADF&G Kachemak Bay and Fox River Flats Critical Habitat Areas Management Plan, p. C-2.4

 The 1993 Kachemak Bay and Fox River Flats Critical Habitat Areas Management Plan states, 5

“Nearshore waters in Seldovia Bay serve as a rearing area for pink, coho and king juvenile 
salmon. Pink and chum fry rear in Tutka Bay for most of the summer. Pink fry and sockeye 
smelt rear in China Poot Bay in late spring and summer. Pink fry rear in Halibut Cove Lagoon in 
early summer” (A-11).

4
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• What are hatchery salmon and eating in Kachemak Bay?    6 7 8

• How much are hatchery salmon and eating in Kachemak Bay?   
• How does the volume and quality of the hatchery salmon diet affect the flora, fauna of the 
Kachemak Bay State Park and Critical Habitat Area? 
• What is the carrying capacity of the waters of the Kachemak Bay where hatchery fry and 
hatchery-adult Pink Salmon are found? 

Climate Change 

The Kenai Peninsula and the whole of Alaska are changing at such a rapid pace that, according to 
the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, the effects of the changing climate have the potential 
to impact the sustainability of Alaska’s fish and wildlife resources and are beginning to impact 
Alaska’s natural systems and the uses they sustain.  This plan severely underestimates the rate, 9

scope, and impact of climatic change in our region and in the Park; in so doing, it positions the 
department for potentially crushing mismanagement. The “outstanding natural significance” of 
the park is under stress as a result of rapid and profound changes that are are poised to undermine 
the delicate balance of flora and fauna. The profound stresses placed on our park’s ecology 
demand a management approach grounded in protection, precaution, and—to the maximum 
extent possible— rehabilitation, collaborative monitoring, and education.  

Please expand your description of the impacts of climate change to capture the following peer-

 An ADFG study in the park’s, Tutka Bay, found that pink salmon fry diet is made up of the 6

abundance of copepods eaten by shellfish larvae, with 10% comprised decopod zoea, which 
include crab and shrimp (2018 ADFG Fishery Management Report No. 19-23 LCI Finfish 
Management Report page 22).

 Juvenile Pink salmon have been shown have flexibility in feeding on a diverse spectrum of 7

prey types. (“Diet Composition and Feeding Behavior of Juvenile Salmonids Collected in the 
Northern Bering Sea from August to October, 2009–2011” by Mary E. A. Cook and Molly V. 
Sturdevant North Pacific Anadromous Fish Commission Technical Report No. 9: 118-126, 
2013).

 Recent studies in Prince William Sound found Dungeness crab megalopolis composed 35% 8

to 65% of the stomach contents of pink salmon. (“Evaluating Alaska’s Ocean-Ranching 
Salmon Hatcheries: Biologic and Management Issues” Prepared by Environment and Natural 
Resources Institute, University of Alaska Anchorage, 2001, p. 21).

 “The Effects of a Changing Climate on Key Habitats in Alaska,” Alaska Department of Fish 9

and Game Special Publication No. 10-14 by Robert Clark, Alvin Ott, Mary Rabe, Douglas 
Vincent-Lang, and Douglas Woodby. September 2010. 

5
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reviewed data: 

• Treeline has risen 1m per year on the Kenai Mountains, and shrubline an astounding 2.8m per 
year.   10

• Current trends indicate that the southern Kenai Peninsula will loose 10-20% of our snowpack 
by 2030-2059.   11

• As Alaska’s summers become 
warmer, there is a projected 66-
percent increase in the estimated 
value of human structures (e.g. 
homes, businesses) that are at risk 
to fire in the next half century on 
the Kenai Peninsula.  12

• Increased CO2 in our waters 
threatens our salmon.  13

• According to the National Park 
Service, seabird die-offs have happened before, but never like now. Seabirds, both resident and 
migrants, take advantage of the abundant, energy-rich food to feed their young or support adult 
migration. Cold-adapted northern species also depend on this energy-rich food to make it 
through the harsh winter. But the ocean is changing and recent spikes in the ocean temperature 

 Kenai National Wildlife Refuge, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, “Climate Adaptation” https://10

www.fws.gov/refuge/Kenai/what_we_do/resource_management/climate_adaptation.html; 
https://www.nps.gov/kefj/learn/nature/climatechangeimpacts.htm#CP_JUMP_1264836

 “Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment for the Chugach National Forest and Kenai 11

Peninsula” by the USDA, Forest Service. Edited by Gregory D. Hayward, Steve Colt, Monica L. 
McTeague, and Teresa N. Hollingsworth, General Technical Report PNW-GTR-950. May 2017. 

 “Estimating Wildfire Response Costs in Alaska’s Changing Climate” by April Melvin, Jessica 12

Murray, Brent Boehlert, Jeremy A. Martinich, Lisa Rennels, and T. Scott Rupp. Climatic Change 
141, no. 4 (April 24, 2017): 783–95. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10584-017-1923-2.

 http://www.alaskafishradio.com/ak-scientists-doing-first-studies-on-oa-impacts-to-salmon-13

following-research-done-out-of-state/?fbclid=IwAR1cmA-
OVMFrG_1DI30p4P9KZ2kiimwWGJfrgYhk8oU2CleGVcPHFF3oC1E

6

https://www.fws.gov/refuge/Kenai/what_we_do/resource_management/climate_adaptation.html
https://www.fws.gov/refuge/Kenai/what_we_do/resource_management/climate_adaptation.html
https://www.fws.gov/refuge/Kenai/what_we_do/resource_management/climate_adaptation.html
https://www.nps.gov/kefj/learn/nature/climatechangeimpacts.htm#CP_JUMP_1264836
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during marine heatwaves are causing ripple effects throughout the marine ecosystem.  14

• The Caribou Hills was the 
epicenter of a spruce bark beetle 
outbreak that eventually killed 
about 1 million acres of Sitka, 
white and Lutz spruce on the Kenai 
Peninsula from the mid-1980s 
through the1990s, sustained by 
consecutive summers of above-
average temperatures. Spruce bark 
beetle’s range is expanding as the 
state warms, and the scale of 
outbreaks is increasing. 
 
• Also associated with the marine 
heatwaves were marine mammal 
unusual mortality events, defined as 
a significant die-off of any marine 
mammal population as described 
under the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act.  A record number 15

of humpback and fin whales stranded 
in 2015-2016 along the Alaska and British Columbia coasts. Humpback whales showed evidence 
of malnutrition in Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve between 2014 and 2017 (Gabriele et 
al. 2017). The timing and location of these events coincided with warm-water conditions and 
forage depletion, further demonstrating the far-reaching impacts of the marine heatwave through 
all levels of the food chain (see more information on the NOAA 2020; list of Active and Closed 
Unusual Mortality Events).  

• Research from the NOAA’s Kodiak Lab showed that "In general crab survival went down at 
every life history stage as they were exposed to lower pH water.”   16

 https://www.nps.gov/subjects/aknatureandscience/commonmurrewreck.htm14

 https://www.nps.gov/gis/storymaps/cascade/v1/index.html?15

appid=6391291b145f4b5f96cbfdf5e3d270b7&embed

 https://aoos.org/alaska-ocean-acidification-network/biological-impacts/crab/16

7

Historical distribution of reported spruce beetle outbreaks in Alaska, 
and the large-scale, long-term trend of their spread across the state 
(“Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment for the Chugach 
National Forest and Kenai Peninsula” by the USDA, Forest Service. 
May 2017). 

https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/national/marine-life-distress/active-and-closed-unusual-mortality-events
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/national/marine-life-distress/active-and-closed-unusual-mortality-events
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• Sea Star Wasting Disease is linked to warming ocean conditions, and has been wreaking havoc 
on the intertidal ecosystems.  17

• The Ocean Acidification Network, in partnership with the Alaska Ocean Observing System, 
Ocean Acidification Research Center, and the Alaska Fisheries Science Center (NOAA Fisheries) 
has listed the following species as subject to declines, as a result of ocean acidification:   18

Southern Tanner crab, 
Red king crab 
Pink salmon 
Dungeness crab 
Blue king crab  
Northern shrimp 
Common cockle 
Red sea urchin 

The ecology of the park is stressed by the rapid pace of change. Please indicate that these 
stressors necessitate management that seeks to protect vulnerable ecosystems, particularly the in 
near-shore and intertidal zones, as well as near glaciers, and in the alpine. Additionally, the 
stresses on our oceans require management that seeks to rehabilitate damaged shellfish 
populations—as indicated above, the Park should become a partner with other agencies and 
Tribal partners in this effort.  

Please also indicate that given the extremely dynamic and radical conditions of the Park 
ecosystem, DPOR will take a precautionary approach to permitting, and that conditions for 
permitted activities may need to change to reflect new conditions. This is particularly important 
when discussing activities in the near-shore environment, the alpine, near glaciers and in 
consideration of fire protocols. As a case in point, signs indicating the avalanche danger 
associated with rapid glacial retreat at Grewingk Glacier are necessary.  It is negligent and 19

irresponsible for the Department to be aware of this danger without educating the public about it, 
especially when so many visitors come to see Grewingk every year.  

 http://data.piscoweb.org/marine1/seastardisease.html17

 http://aoos.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/AOAN-Poster-with-Sidebar-11x17.pdf18

 https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2019AGUFM.C41D1494H/abstract19

8
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Personal Watercraft (PWC) 

Remove all language after “Incompatible” on page 72. The science is clear: PWC do much 
more harm than boats, on average.  

PWC are banned or restricted in most national parks (36 C.F.R. 3.24.) and national marine 
sanctuaries, as well as in many other waters across the country, and in the State of Alaska 
including: 

• Izembek State Game Refuge (5AAC 95.552)  
• Denali State Park prohibits jetskis except on the Susitna River. 11 AAC 20.415(d) 
• Wood-Tikchik State Park (11 AAC 20.380)  
• Afognak Island State Park (11 AAC 20.710)  
• Shuyak Island State Park (11 AAC 20.805) 
• Red Shirt Lake (11AAC 20.550)  
• Eklutna Lake (11 AAC 20.025) 
• The upper bay of Shoup Bay State Marine Park (11AAC 20.760)  
• The Kenai River Special Management Area, including much of Kenai Lake where jet 
skis are limited to a specified portion of Kenai Lake where they are not permitted to 
operate from 10 pm to 10 am, and must travel with no wake or 5 mph or less if within 
300 feet of shore. (11AAC 20.865 and 11 AAC 20.867)  
• Rocky Lake State Recreation Site (11AAC 20.922)  
• Bonnie Lake State Recreation Site (11AAC 20.926) 
• Personal watercraft are limited to 15 horsepower motors in the Nome Creek Valley 
within Beaver Creek National Wild and Scenic River and in the scenic corridor of the 
Delta Wild and Scenic River 

These restrictions are in place because the data show: 

• PWC are particularly harmful to fish, wildlife, and sensitive near-shore habitats.  
• They present unique and serious safety concerns. 
• Their unique use patterns and sound signature conflict with the needs of other user 

groups.  
• Lack of funding makes regulating bad actors untenable.  
• None of this has been altered with new models of PWC. 

9
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In making your final decision, please consider the weight of the following data on PWCs: 

While it is true that PWC are quieter than they used to be, this improvement is largely negated by 
the fact that they are often airborne - skipping over the water, digging in at turns, jumping, etc. 
Because engines are much louder when out of the water, PWC have an irregular and particularly 
loud and disturbing sound signature that is especially disturbing to wildlife and other users 
(Snow, 1989; Harbrow 2001; Mace 2003). Repeated rapid changes in speed typical of PWC is 
more startling to wildlife than a vessel following a steady course at a steady speed (EPA 1979). If 
anything, the newer and significantly more powerful craft are worse than the older craft in this 
regard.  

PWC tend to operate in groups, with multiple craft in small areas repeatedly crossing and 
recrossing their path at high speeds, revving, digging out, jumping, etc. This intense and 
concentrated activity pushes marine mammals and sea birds out of their homes (Snow, 1989; 
Asplund, 2000; Davenport and Davenport  2006; Gentry, 1996; Richardson et al., 1995; 
Szaniszlo 1999.; Miller 2008; Green and Grigg 2001). There is nothing about new PWC that 
alters this trend.   20

Because PWC do not produce low-frequency long distance sounds underwater, they do not 
signal surfacing mammals or birds of approaching danger until they are very close to them, 
which may account for increased rates of collision (Gentry, 1996; Osborne, 1996). 

PWC are more likely to destroy habitat than boats. Because they are generally of smaller size, 
with a shallower draft (4 to 9 inches) than most other kinds of motorized watercraft, they are 
more maneuverable, operable closer to shore and in shallower waters than other types of 
motorized watercraft (U.S. Dept. of Interior 1998). These characteristics greatly increase the 
potential for PWC to disturb fragile nearshore habitats and organisms (NOAA 2020).  

Personal watercraft have a higher rate of collision than any other type of boat according to the 
US Coast Guard (2008) and the National Transportation Safety Board (1998). 

The National Transportation Safety Board reports that over 80% of boaters and PWC users have 
never received any type of boating instruction (1998) and the American Red Cross reports that 
PWC use is highest among boaters with little or no experience (1991). This inexperience is due, 
in part, to the fact that PWC are more likely to be rented or borrowed than any other vessel and 

 https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/alaska/marine-life-viewing-guidelines/alaska-marine-20

mammal-viewing-guidelines-and-regulations

10
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almost half of PWC renters have operated a PWC only once or never (Mangione et al. 2000). 

Even with attempts at improving the steering ability of current models, PWC can take up to 300 
feet to stop from 60 mph and generally cannot be steered without using the throttle, as the great 
majority of them lack rudders (US Boat 2020).  

Based on these data, we can expect that jet skis will push significant numbers of fish and wildlife 
out of the State Park. They are likely to do irreparable harm to the sensitive and productive 
habitats of the intertidal zone. They present a unique danger to other users, particularly kayakers, 
stand up paddle boarders, and other human powered craft. This is a park for everyone, not just 
for one particular user group or craft. This is a park whose purpose is directed primarily toward 
the preservation of its outstanding natural features (Alaska Statute 41.21.990). 

PWC are not boats, they do not behave like boats, and they cannot be managed like boats: it is 
for this reason that prohibitions are so widespread in sensitive habitats. ADF&G’s sudden 
reversal on jet skis regulations in K-Bay is not accompanied by evidence or a data analysis; to 
the contrary, it completely ignores and the recommendations provided by their own staff in their 
2017 Literature Review. DPOR should not follow ADF&G in this decision.  

DPOR must make policy that follows the principles of its Cooperative Agreement with ADF&G; 
DPOR must make “areas available for public enjoyment in a manner consistent with the 
preservation of the natural values such as camping, picnicking, sightseeing, nature study, hiking, 
riding.” (AS 41.21.990); DPOR should protect the safety of it’s visitors; it should protect all user 
groups; it should follow the clear guidance of Alaska Statute 41.21.990 and preserve and protect 
the sensitive and rich flora and fauna of the nearshore environment—with special consideration 
given to marine mammals, seabirds, migratory birds, and habitat. 

A significant budget would be needed to enforce restrictions that could theoretically be put in 
place protect sensitive habitats, marine mammals, ducks, seabirds, nesting grounds and haul outs
—as well as other users, such as kayakers, stand up paddle boarders, and people seeking peace 
and quiet. K-Bay has a budget for just one Ranger. There can be no PWC allowed without a 
substantial fiscal note. 

Docks 

In addition to the requirement of commercially encapsulated foam, private dock owners should 

11
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also be required to remove their old and degraded docks, and should be heavily fined if their 
docks break up in the bay—11 AAC 12.050 prohibits people from bringing refuse or waste into 
the park. This stipulation should be included in parameters for private docks on p. 81-82; as well 
as for commercial docks on p. 87-88. 

K-Bay has had a lot of problems with derelict docks in recent years. According to the Center for 
Alaskan Coastal Studies, who have been conducting annual beach clean-ups for over 30 years, 
polystyrene pieces are consistently the most common item found during their CoastWalks in the 
bay. Over the past years they’ve picked up many thousands of pieces of foam—many from 
Glacier Spit. These are the number of pieces of polystyrene that they’ve collected recently: 

2019- 3,678  (low numbers overall) 
2018- 12,839 
2017- 12,999 
2016- 8,141 
2015-8,354 

Fish, seabirds, and marine mammals eat this foam, and is known to kill them.  While 21

encapsulated foam is a great improvement over the old polystyrene that degrades quickly, neither 
the old stuff nor the new stuff should be allowed to float around in K-Bay (11 AAC 12.050). On 
both p. 81-82 and p. 87-88 the Park should require that all old and degraded docks be removed 
before they break up. This way neighbors or park visitors can call the Park when they see a dock 
in disrepair, and the Park can call the dock owner and let them know that they need to clean up 
their mess or face a heavy fine.   

Disposals of Public Lands and Waters- Commercial Hatcheries/Lodges  

We support the position DPOR has taken on Tutka Bay Lagoon Hatchery that operations are 

 https://www.biologicaldiversity.org/campaigns/ocean_plastics/ 21

12
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incompatible with park.  22

The Alaska Supreme Court ruled in SOP v. State of Alaska that permits to private entities that are 
not revocable at will and that are issued only to property owners constitute easements, and as 
such are disposals of an interest in State land. State law does not authorize disposals within 
legislatively designated park units. We believe that this ruling applies to the hatchery permits in 
Kachemak Bay State Park and would make the permits unconstitutional. 

We also believe that this applies to any concession for lodges or other similar operators in the 
park. The plan should make clear that all commercial operators will be concessionaires subject to 
regular reviews and renewals to ensure that there is no unlawful disposal of public lands or 
waters. This should be made clear on page 33, line 22; on p. 57-58 when talking about activities 
in the Recreational Zone, and on p. 91.  

Invasive Species 

We appreciate that the Intent-to-Adopt plan says that “the vectors of greatest concern for 
invasive spread into Kachemak Bay State Park are float planes, horse riding, domestic llamas, in 
holders landscaping, HEA and CIAA heavy equipment, and other public uses. Public outreach 
and education are paramount for early detection. Those accessing remote areas of the parks for 
any purpose should exercise caution and take preventative measures to prevent invasive 
spread” (p. 54). However, this statement does not go far enough. The matrix needs to specify 
parameters for fixed wing aircraft and horses that follow USDA protocols:  

• On page 66-67, and on page 86, state that all private and commercial “floatplanes that move 
from one body of water to another must be cleaned if aquatic invasive species are present.” 

• On page 126, the plan states: “This plan calls for expanded parking for horse trailers and for 
trails that would specifically allow horse use.” On page 127, the plan states “A parking area for 

 Fishery enchantment for commercial harvest is not appropriate in the park because of the significant 22

likelihood that the raising and release of approximately 60.6 million pink salmon fry into Kachemak Bay 
every year constitutes a “major modification of the land and waters” as a result of fish food settling below 
pens, chemical discharges, and potential antibiotic use; large-scale carcass dumping; and the release of fry 
at orders of magnitude larger than the wild runs that were historically in Tutka Bay. These releases are 
associated with competition, predation, straying, as well as the drawing in of predators that eat wild 
populations. Tutka Bay hatchery pink salmon in all likelihood significantly disrupt the natural flora and 
fauna of the park, and for this reason can no longer be called “compatible” or “conditionally 
compatible” (Alaska Statute 41.21.990).

13
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the campground will include parking suitable for horse trailers.” It should also say in both of 
these places that horses will only be allowed if using “only certified weed-free hay and 
mulch.” 

As DNR’s website notes, invasive species are not to be treated lightly.   23 24

Commercial Operators: Water Taxies and Air Taxies 

The plan should state that a condition of any commercial operator permit is an annual training on 
best practices and legal restrictions related to approaching mammals, seabirds, migratory birds, 
invasive species, and the impacts of jet engines to the marine life in shallow waters.  

There is already a model for this approach just up the road, with the Alaska Department of Parks 
and Outdoor Recreation commercial operator permit to guide on the Kenai River. You cannot 
have a permit to guide without completing a course through the Kenai River Guide Academy, 
whose purpose is to educate and train all Kenai River fishing guides in the following areas: 
Regulatory, Safety Guide Ethics and Behavior, Habitat and Conservation.  25

There is a ready made certification program available for water taxis that is used across Alaska 
called Whale Sense (https://whalesense.org/), which is sponsored by NOAA and offers these 
basic principles for marine mammal viewing:  

• Remain at least 100 yards from marine mammals. 
• Time spent observing individual(s) should be limited to 30 minutes. 
• Whales should not be encircled or trapped between boats, or boats and shore. 
• If approached by a whale, put the engine in neutral and allow the whale to pass. 
• Avoid approaching marine mammals when another vessel is near. 

We have also attached NOAA’s OCEAN ETIQUETTE : MARINE WILDLIFE VIEWING 
GUIDELINES which provide an excellent framework for some of the relevant concerns.  

 http://plants.alaska.gov/invasives/index.htm23

 For example, once a bed of Elodea becomes established, it grows rapidly, blocking light and 24

taking up nutrients other plants might use to grow and essentially creating a monoculture 
(https://www.nps.gov/articles/aps-19-1-14.htm).

 https://www.krga.org/25

14

https://whalesense.org/
https://www.nps.gov/articles/aps-19-1-14.htm
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Although marine mammal protection is generally considered to be under the purview of NOAA, 
it also in the purview of the park, according to AS 41.21.990.  

The Audubon Society has a guide for ethical bird photography  that should be used. It includes 26

such evidence-based guidelines as: 

• Maintain a minimum distance of 25 yards from beach-nesting birds, especially solitary 
flightless chicks but also adults brooding, feeding, or incubating chicks.   

• Do not use drones to photograph or film birds, especially at their nests. Although drones can 
be useful for researchers and biologists documenting bird populations (such as at island 
nesting colonies), drones in general can be very disruptive to birds.  

As far as impacts of engines on the intertidal zone, please consider this summery from the 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, Bureau of Integrated Science Services as possible 
starting point.  There are surely numerous other examples out there, but due to time constraints 27

we were unable to pull those resources together. We would be happy to partner with DPOR to 
develop an education framework for best practices for commercial operators in the park.  

Snow Machines and Four-wheelers  

Snow machines and off-road vehicles should be listed as “incompatible” on p. 76. There are no 
existing roads and no plans to build any roads. There is no existing authorized use. If roads were 
to be built, there is no proposed management for these potentially harmful vehicles, and there is 
no budget for management. Restriction is particularly necessary if the park continues to zone 
significant areas of the park as “Recreational,” which for the first time would allow road building 
in the State Park.  

Bikes and Power Driven Mobility Devices  

Bikes and ADA mobility devices should be listed as conditionally compatible on beaches in the 
state park.  

Bear Baiting, Trapping, and Firearms  

 https://www.audubon.org/get-outside/audubons-guide-ethical-bird-photography26

 http://www.trpa.org/wp-content/uploads/2010-WI-Dept-of-Natural-Resources_UW-Boats-27

effects-on-ecosystems.pdf
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No discharge of firearms, bear baiting, or trapping should be allowed within a mile of any 
campground or trailhead, or within quarter-mile of any trail.  

Currently, the park follows ADF&G’s regulations for hunting, trapping, and bear baiting, with 
the additional restriction that these activities not occur within half mile of a developed facility 
and that baiting not be allowed in Recreational Zones or Cultural Zones.  

ADF&Gs regulations do not limit discharge of firearms or trapping around trails or 
campgrounds; while they do limit baiting to a mile from a campground and 1/4 mile from a trail.  
The park should use ADF&G’s current standard for bear baiting for all discharge of firearms and 
trapping in the park.  

According to 11 AAC 12.140, DPOR must allow hunting, bait stations, and trapping in the state 
park. However, the Cooperative Agreement between DPOR and ADF&G (p. F-1) makes it clear 
that the park has the responsibility and authority to ensure that ADF&G regulations are a good fit 
for the park: that is why they say no discharge of firearms within a 1/2 mi of a developed facility, 
when ADF&G has no such restriction. Trail users and campers need more protection from these 
risky practices. 

Don’t cut the Wilderness Zones and don’t Add Recreational Zones 
without Guardrails.  

First things first: please change the color of the outline of the Critical Habitat Area on the map as 
it is easily confused with the Recreational zoning, as they are both gold. 

This plan moves the park toward more intensive development without any corresponding 
concrete plan for how increased development and access will be managed to protects the values 
of the park (Alaska Statute 41.21.131). In the old plan, the alpine was zoned Wilderness, and the 
lower areas of the park were all zoned Natural. Now, the alpine is zoned as Natural and areas 
around Glacier Spit, Tutka and Halibut Cove/China Poot are zoned Recreational.  

As the population and visitor industry of the Homer-area grows, and as the park moves to 
intensify user access, it must also identify concrete ways that the scenic and wilderness values 
will be preserved and protected, through limits on vehicles, number of visitors, etc. (Alaska 
Statute 41.21.990). Zoning cannot be made more intense without sideboards for the 
“preservation of its outstanding natural features” (Alaska Statute 41.21.990). 
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It is necessary to plan for the fact that that with increased visitor numbers and development 
comes the need for increased management to protect the values of the park.  

The plan should specify what conditions will trigger increased development as well as the 
conditions that would trigger limitations on development, such as number of visitors, reduction 
of fish or wildlife populations in important habitat that also has large numbers of visitors; 
increased vulnerability of habitats caused by use or climate shifts.  The plan should also outline 
what mechanisms are at DPOR’s disposal to protect and rehabilitate the “relatively spacious 
areas of outstanding natural significance, where major values are in their natural geological, 
faunal or floral characteristics, the purpose of which is directed primarily toward the preservation 
of its outstanding natural features and where development is minimal” (Alaska Statute 
41.21.990). Such mechanisms could include restricting where roads or more developed trails are 
allowed, setting caps on helicopters and fixed wing aircraft landings or number of commercial 
water taxis, increased signage and education on impacts of users, partnerships with other 
agencies. These issues must be explored and detailed throughout the plan to ensure responsible 
management.  

Thank you again for your efforts on this plan. We look forward to working with you to hammer 
out any details regarding the changes we propose.  

Sincerely, Roberta Highland 
President, Kachemak Bay Conservation Society 

Kathy Sarns Irwin 
President/Chair, Friends of Kachemak Bay State Park 
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Appendix A 

Record of discussions on PWC Management at the Kachemak Bay and Fox River Flats 
CHA Management Plan Revision Planning Team Meeting on December 20, 2019. 

Kachemak Bay Conservation Society attended nearly all the meetings for the Kachemak Bay and 
Fox River Flats Critical Habitat Areas Management Plan Revision. On October 24, 2019 policies 
for PWC were discussed by the team.  A representative for Kachemak Bay Conservation 28

Society attended the meeting and signed in with staff at the beginning of the meeting. Below our 
description of the proceedings. These notes should be verifiable by Tammy Massy, the ADF&G 
staff leading the meeting, as well as any the other agency representatives present. 

There were a number of agencies either present or on the phone, with about 10 people in 
attendance: the City of Homer was represented, as well as the National Estuarine Research 
Reserve System, NOAA, State Parks, and the Coast Guard, and possibly someone from the 
Harbormaster’s office; from ADF&G, there were habitat biologists, wildlife biologists and 
commercial salmon fishery biologists. Assistant to the Commissioner of Fish and Game, Rick 
Green, was on the phone with two members of a PWC club. 

PWC discussions began with Tammy Massy saying that there was public comment from the 
scoping phase both from those who supported PWC use in the CHA and those who wanted the 
ban upheld. ADF&G staff agreed that as the department has a regulation banning PWC, the 
management plan could not allow use of PWC. One ADF&G staff member mentioned that some 
comments from a PWC group indicated that the group was considering suing the department 
over the regulation. In the light of a potential suit, the legitimacy and legality of the policy was 
discussed at some length. While it was agreed that PWC have become quieter and cleaner since 
the ban was instituted, the following concerns remained—  

• They are significantly louder than boats because they skim over the top of the water.  
• PWC tend to be used for recreation and change direction at high speeds, which makes them 

particularly disturbing to fish and wildlife the CHA was designed to protect, especially while 
nesting/pupping and rearing young.  

• PWC are known to have tendency to go into shallow areas that are especially sensitive habitat. 

 Public Notice for the meeting available at https://aws.state.ak.us/OnlinePublicNotices/28

Notices/View.aspx?id=191730. 
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• The shallow areas where PWC tend to recreate are often breeding and rearing grounds for 
marine mammals, seabirds, and fishes. 

• Migratory birds, waterfowl, seals and seal haul outs, otters and whales are of particular 
concern.  

There was unanimous agreement that the above considerations were significant enough to uphold 
and justify the ban, except for one voice of decent on the phone: Rick Green spoke up on the 
phone, saying he was calling in with two members of a PWC club and he and/or they proposed—
it was unclear who exactly was making the proposition— that as behavior was the primary 
concern of agency staff, it was behavior that should be regulated, not the PWC themselves.  

This point was considered by the agencies present. All who responded to Mr. Green made 
variations on the same point: there is no capacity to regulate PWC behavior in the CHA. It was 
raised that there is already a significant problem of habitat degradation from 4-wheeler use on 
the Fox River Flats that the department has been unable to regulate. One fishery biologist pointed 
out that ADF&G has a common practice of regulating gear when it cannot reasonably enforce 
behavior restrictions to protect fish and wildlife, for example, commercial boats are only allowed 
to fish one net at a time; while it would be convenient for fishers to be able to carry backup gear 
to have on hand when their gets damaged, carrying of back-up gear is prohibited because the 
department cannot reasonably enforce the policy that only one net be used at a time. Sport 
fisheries and game managers regulate gear to maintain sustainable populations of fish and 
wildlife. It was discussed whether State Parks could manage PWC, and it was decided that as 
there is only one ranger for the park, that would not be possible. The Coast Guard made no offer 
to assist in management. After about ten minutes of discussion, consensus was reached that there 
should be no change to the PWC ban, and discussion moved on to the next subject.  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Appendix B 

Guiding Principles from the Alaska Constitution and State Laws: 
State parks are to be preserved for the use, enjoyment, and welfare of the people (Alaska 
Constitution, Article 8). 

* 
Kachemak Bay State Park was the first state park in Alaska and it was created “in order to 
protect and preserve this land and water for its unique and exceptional scenic value, the park is 
established and shall be managed as a scenic park. The land and water lying within the following 
described parcels is reserved from all uses incompatible with its primary function as a scenic 
park…” (Alaska Statute 41.21.131).  

* 
Kachemak Bay State Wilderness Park was established “in order to protect and preserve this land 
and water for its unique and exceptional wilderness value, the park is established and shall be 
managed as a wilderness park.” (Alaska Statute 41.21.140). 

* 
The definitions of a scenic park and a wilderness park are: 

(1) "Scenic Park" means relatively spacious areas of outstanding natural significance, where 
major values are in their natural geological, faunal or floral characteristics, the purpose of which 
is directed primarily toward the preservation of its outstanding natural features and where 
development is minimal and only for the purpose of making the areas available for public 
enjoyment in a manner consistent with the preservation of the natural values such as camping, 
picnicking, sightseeing, nature study, hiking, riding and related activities which involve no major 
modification of the land, forests or waters, and without extensive introduction of artificial 
features or forms of recreational development that are primarily of urban character; (Alaska 
Statute 41.21.990). 

(2) "Wilderness Park" means an area whose predominant character is the result of the interplay 
of natural processes, large enough and so situated as to be unaffected, except in minor ways, by 
what takes place in the non-wilderness around it, a physical condition which activates the 
innermost emotions of the observer and where development of man-made objects will be strictly 
limited and depend entirely on good taste and judgment so that the wilderness values are not lost. 
(Alaska Statute 41.21.990). 
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